
For Safety: 

All the answers are found on the left side of the road. 

Please find the treasure when you are not on the main road 

 

Turn right out of the Village Hall carpark 

 

1.  Here, you may eat in the open air –  Picnic benches at Reay Shop –  

but food for a car simply isn't there.  no petrol      

 

2.  A metal flourish, in sky blue and seafoam green – Peacock on House  

Suspended in the air so you can see his feathers preened. _________________ 

       

3.  Along the north, small moons fly free –  

launched in good fun, from these grounds since __1893___________________. 

       

4.  I grace the sky, a moss-draped sun –  _Finials on Church_____________ 

alongside my siblings and roof-perch; we must weigh a tonne. _____________ 

    

5.  These words fade as time peels back the layers – Old Historic Scotland_ 

But within, there is still a place for prayers. _______ sign _______________ 

 

6. A bit tight for us but cosy for cottontails – ______The Warren____________ 

Beyond these white walls, a human home prevails. ________________________ 

     

7.  The trees here stand steady, in rows: nice and neat – _Wooden Houses_ 

In groups, they’re not a forest; instead, they’re a street. ____________________ 

     

8.  I stay low and steady, while my neighbours reach for the sky – _Ruin in_ 

While I’m rustic and humble, they prefer to let industry fly. front of Vulcan 

      



9.  In the air, proud and red-faced, I warn passers-by – _Caution sign______ 

you’ll likely see me when saying hello and goodbye. ________________________ 

      

10.  I stand at the outskirts, to bid you hello – _Dounreay Welcome sign___ 

from your nuclear neighbour, who is no longer aglow. _____________________ 

 

11.  A quiet wait, kicking legs to and fro – __Bus stop______________________ 

when the next one comes, who knows where you will go? __________________ 

    

Turn right towards Achreamie and Shebster 

 

12.  With empty portals and a clear view of the sky – _Ruined house_______ 

The old stone crumbles with a weary sigh.  ________________________________ 

    

13.  Look out! I tell you, to see the sunset – __Bench at West View_________ 

there's a comfortable place to sit. So don't fret. ____________________________ 

 

14.  At home, I loom above the hearth –  __Old fireplace in ruined house_ 

looking out at the open sky and fresh earth. _______________________________ 

 

15.  From the sky we fall in waves –  __Water towers_______________________ 

to give this structure what it craves. ______________________________________ 

 

Turn right here 

     

16.  All standing together, they're nearly of age – __Wind turbines__________ 

all twirling their arms across a grand old stage. ___________________________ 

 

17.  I leave the earth polished and flat – ____Roller_______________________ 

under me, you'd be crushed like a gnat. _________________________________ 



18.  I bend and bow from years of rain –  __Barn with bent roof___________ 

But still I stand tall for livestock and grain. _______________________________ 

   

19.  I glide freely across the surf –  _Boat in garden______________________ 

but for now, I'll wait atop the turf. ______________________________________ 

 

Turn right at the T-junction 

 

20.  Through sheer force of strength, we hold while you shave – _Shearing__ 

some hair for a jumper, or something lighter for a heatwave. _____pen______ 

 

21.  Tumble and crumble, these walls have come down – __Shieling________ 

running in circles, giving the grass a new crown. __________________________ 

 

22.  Along the wood, they flutter and take flight! – _Butterflies on wooden_ 

The breadth of their wings catching the light. ________ house_______________ 

 

23.  Tall, I stand amongst the trees –  __Sign to Achvarasdal Woods________ 

to show you the path, whether you want to enter or leave. _________________ 

 

24.  I stand in the dark, alight in red jewels – ___Bollard covered in _______ 

to run into me, you must be a fool! ____________ reflectors ________________ 

 

25.  I love to eat letters, though not those made by Heinz – _Post Box______ 

luckily, if you need my help, my mouth has guidelines. ____________________ 

 

26.  Would you like to visit by foot or by car? – __Parking at Achvarasdal__ 

I’ll show you the way, then the woods aren’t too far. _______________________ 

 

Turn left at the end of the road 



 

27.  Come take a lean. Tired of all the gymnastics? – __Cartwheel leaning__ 

It's what I'm made for; when I spin, I feel fantastic! __against house________ 

 

Turn left after the school 

 

28.  Look! merry watchers, waiting for winter cheer – __Snowmen at_______ 

dressed in their finery to welcome you here. _the Old Inn__________________ 

 

Turn left onto the main road 

 

29.  Underneath the sand side, and just by the wall – ___Seasonal_________ 

We’re easy to find but closed after fall. _________________toilets_____________ 

 

 

 

 

Treasure (10 points each): 

□  A knot of grass 

□  A gorse flower 

□  A picture of a sheep 

□  Something to do with a book (you can choose the book!) 

 


